## Safety Notice

**Classic Brands Cool Gel 10 in Mattresses**

**Date:** August 24, 2023

### SKU # | Product Description | UPC | Model # | Internet #
---|---|---|---|---
1002194870 | King-Size 10.5 in. Gel Memory Foam Mattress | 849986021421 | 410107-1160 | 300706602 |
1002194861 | Twin-Size 10.5 in. Gel Memory Foam Mattress | 849986021384 | 410107-1110 | 300706593 |
1002194867 | Twin XL-Size 10.5 in. Gel Memory Foam Mattress | 849986021391 | 410107-1120 | 300706599 |
1002194868 | Full-Size 10.5 in. Gel Memory Foam Mattress | 849986021407 | 410107-1130 | 300706600 |
1002194863 | Cal King-Size 10.5 in. Gel Memory Foam Mattress | 849986021438 | 410107-1170 | 300706595 |

### Name of Product:

“Classic Brands” 10-inch “Cool Gel Memory Foam” mattresses manufactured in Spain between January 2021 and August 2022, and sold from March 2021 through October 2022. “Cool Gel Memory Foam” is printed on the side of the mattress.

### Hazard:

The mattresses pose a fire hazard and fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for mattresses.

CPSC urges consumers to stop using these mattresses and dispose of these products immediately in accordance with municipal or state recycling programs (information can be searched via https://search.earth911.com/). To explore recycling options for consumers located in California, Connecticut, Rhode Island, or Oregon, visit https://mattressrecyclingcouncil.org/ for more information.